Welcome to the 10th Critical Finance Studies Conference!

The 10th CFS conference is organized by the Department of Economy and Society at the School of Business, Economics and Law, University of Gothenburg

The conference venue is in the university building found at the street address of Viktoriagatan 13 in central Gothenburg (see below)

Organizing Committee:

Oskar Broberg: oskar.broberg@econhist.gu.se
Claes Ohlsson: claes.ohlsson@lnu.se (ph: +46 (0)708773294)
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Some practical information

- **We will provide (mainly) vegetarian lunches** (free of charge) for both Friday and Saturday but we kindly ask you to sign up for lunch via this Google Form: [https://tinyurl.com/yc49tfug](https://tinyurl.com/yc49tfug)
  
We need to know the number of lunches and also about any dietary restrictions you might have.

- In the tradition of the CFS conference, we have also arranged for evening dinners at local restaurants on Friday and Saturday. You'll need to sign up for the restaurant reservations and meal options via this Google Form, **preferably before Aug. 6**: [https://tinyurl.com/y83wwvlk](https://tinyurl.com/y83wwvlk)

  The number of seats is limited so if you want to join the mutual dinners, please let us know by filling in your information as soon as possible. Also, note that dinner options for Friday and Saturday evenings are at your own expense. More information about the restaurants can be find in the Google Form.

Main Schedule

*Thursday, August 9 (all events in the Main Hall)*

14.00-15.30. **Registration** at Viktoriaagatan 13

15.30-15.45. **Conference introduction** by the organizing committee and Prof. Maria Stenseke, Vice Dean of the School of Business, Economics and Law.

15.45-16.30. **Ten years of CFSC** - a retrospective by Joyce Goggin, Simon Lilley & Geoff Lightfoot

16.30-18.00. **Keynote**
Claes Belfrage, University of Liverpool: *The Political Economy of the New Swedish Model*

18.00 and onwards. **Social event** with drinks and food from Restaurant Delitalia
Friday, August 10

9.00-10.30, streamed sessions
**Session 1: room: Viktoriasalen, chair: Chris Robinson**
1. Carola Westermeier
2. Sine N. Just & Sian Lewin
3. John Morris

**Session 2: room: A252, chair: Helen Paul**
1. Henrik Björck, Claes Ohlsson & Leif Runefelt
2. Melissa Kennedy
3. Alisdair King

10.30-10.45, coffee break

10.45-12.15, streamed sessions
**Session 3: room: Viktoriasalen, chair: Clea Bourne**
1. Stephanie Dossou
2. Emily Rosamond
3. Oskar Broberg & Marcus Gianneschi

**Session 4: room: A252, chair: Ulrika Sjödin**
1. Tim Christiaens
2. Kate Padgett-Walsh
3. Ida Simonsson & Benjamin Schwarz

12.15-13.00. Lunch from Bergsjön’s Women's Association

13.00-14.30, keynote, room: Viktoriasalen
Orsi Husz, Uppsala University: Money, Identity and BankID. The historical roots of a financial identification society

14.40-16.10, streamed sessions
**Session 5: room: Viktoriasalen, chair: Marcus Gianneschi**
1. Clea Bourne
2. Peter Pelzer & Claude Del Don
3. Marcel Hartwig

**Session 6: room: A252, chair: William Carter**
1. Natalie Roxburgh
2. Olivia Biber & Barbara Straumann
3. Daniel Schäbler

16.10-16.30, coffee break

16.30-18.00, streamed sessions
**Session 7: room: Viktoriasalen, chair: Skip McGoun**
1. Fabian Pape
2. Sean Sindhunirmala & Ali Lohdi
3. Oskar Broberg & Klas Rönnbäck

**Session 8: room: A252, chair: Natalie Roxburgh**
1. Stefano Adamo
2. William Carter
3. Franziska Burstyn
Program as of Aug. 7

Saturday, August 11

9.30-11.00, streamed sessions

**Session 9: room: Viktoria salen, chair: Henrik Björck**
1. Lars Ahnland
2. Marlène Benquet & Théo Bourgeron
3. Helen Paul

**Session 10: room: A252, chair: Henrik Björck**
1. Isabella Karlsson
2. Thomas Bay
3. Joyce Goggin

11.00-11.15, coffee break

11.15-12.45, streamed sessions

**Session 11: room: Viktoria salen, chair: Thomas Bay**
1. Ann-Christine Frandsen & Keith Hoskin
2. Ulrika Sjödin & Skip McGoun
3. Ken Weir, Simon Lilley, Geoff Lightfoot & David Harvie

**Session 12: room: A252, chair: Thomas Bay**
1. Lorenzo Genito and Johannes Petry
2. Anna Larsson

12.45-13.30, lunch from Restaurant Delitalia

13.30-15.00, keynote, room: Viktoria salen
Brett Christophers, Uppsala University: *Putting financialisation in its financial context: transformations in local government-led urban development in post-financial crisis England*

15.00-15.15, short break

15.15-16.45, streamed sessions

**Session 13: room: Viktoria salen, chair: Peter Pelzer**
1. Sudeep Jain
2. Ruben Kremers
3. Ludovico Rella

**Session 14: room: A252, chair: Lars Ahnland**
1. Julia Nobari & Angela Carter
2. Chris Robinson & Zoe St Aubyn

16.45-17.00 (circa), Main Hall and Viktoria salen. Coffee break with concluding remarks and discussion